No budget for sophisticated equipment?

No lab space?

No flexibility?

No problem!

Contact us to arrange for your students’ use of NANSLO’s laboratories to conduct biology, chemistry, physics, and allied health experiments. All NANSLO lab activities are openly licensed, customizable, and ready to be integrated into your curriculum.

NANSLO’s laboratories are located at higher education institutions in Colorado, Montana, and British Columbia. The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, a 501 c3 not-for-profit organization located in Boulder, CO, coordinates the federated network.

NANSLO Project Coordinator
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
303.541.0220  nanslo@wiche.edu

www.wiche.edu/nanslo
Give your students an innovative learning experience! They will...

**CONNECT** by computer to control the movement of high quality scientific equipment to do their lab assignment.

**DISCOVER** and explore – think like scientists. Watch their progress in real time on the webcam as they gather real data.

**COLLABORATE** with lab partners nearby or around the world. Get immediate help from the NANSLO lab tech!

**ENGAGE** in learning: their experiment – their settings – their observations – their data.

“It was really interesting being in a lab in Colorado even though I was in Alaska.”

“This type of unique ‘hands-on’ experience taps into parts of the brain that even person-person labs miss.”

“After everything was set up the whole lab was a breeze and the lab technician was amazing to work with.”

“Can I stay logged on after the rest of my group is done and try a few more things?”